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Executive summary

In this project a port sampling programme for swordfish catches in New Zealand is designed and implemented. The primary aim was to derive sex-specific length distributions of swordfish in tuna longline catches from July 2005 to June 2006. This provides a valuable input to a regional stock assessment model for south-west Pacific Ocean swordfish recently developed and presented to the second meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission in August 2006 (Davies et al. 2006, Kolody et al. 2006). This assessment is of significance given that since October 2004 swordfish was included in the New Zealand Quota Management System (QMS).

Swordfish are landed in port in a processed state (headed and gutted), which prevents the measurement of whole fish fork length (FL), and sex determination. The port sampling design used entailed collecting electronically the processed weights of individual swordfish in landings from licensed fish receivers (LFRs). The excellent cooperation provided by LFRs was fundamental to the success of this study. A significant predictive relationship between processed weight and FL ($R^2 = 0.95$) was used to convert port samples to estimates of catch-at-length. A non-linear function fitted to swordfish length and sex data collected by scientific observers defined swordfish length-specific sex ratios, and was projected onto the estimates of catch-at-length. Thus, sex-specific catch-at-length for swordfish was estimated.

A pilot study was completed that confirmed processed weight as being the optimum measure of swordfish size in the processed state for predicting FL. The predictive relationships for two other measures tested were less precise and the measures more variable. Although the pilot study found it feasible to sample landings directly for swordfish size composition, a more cost-effective and representative sample is obtained by acquiring individual processed weights electronically from LFRs.

Tuna longline catches of swordfish were stratified into quarterly temporal strata, and two spatial strata NORTH and SOUTH. A port sample size of $n = 5752$ was received from LFRs for catches from the NORTH stratum, that represents 80% of all swordfish landed in that stratum in 2005–06. Scientific observers collected sex-specific FLs for 310 fish in the NORTH stratum, which was insufficient for deriving season-specific sex ratios at length, and consequently, all observer data collected since 1988 was used. The estimated function shows on average a declining proportion of males with length from 50% at 100 cm to around 10% at 265 cm. Although higher proportions of large fish were present in catches taken in the 2005_4 quarter, landings in this temporal stratum accounted for only 2% of the annual catch. In contrast landings in the 2006_2 quarter accounted for about 62% of the annual catch, and a high proportion (70%) of swordfish were 165 cm or less. Given the increasing proportion of females with respect to length, the port sample estimates indicate that swordfish landed in the larger length classes were predominantly females.

Samples collected by scientific observers from tuna longline catches in the SOUTH stratum were used to estimate swordfish sex-specific catch-at-length. Swordfish landings in quarters 2005_3, 2006_1 and 2006_2 were 8.3 t, 2.4 t, and 10.6 t respectively, however, a sample of 37 fish was collected from quarter 2006_2 only. This represents 27% of the estimated total number of fish landed from this stratum that accounts for less than 2% of the total number of swordfish landed in New Zealand in 2005–06. Swordfish were characteristically larger
compared with catches in the NORTH stratum. A high proportion of males (70%) were observed that is in contrast with the typically low sex ratio for males of around 10%. The cause of this anomaly is not clear.

Catch-at-length estimates for the NORTH and SOUTH strata were combined to produce sex-specific estimates for New Zealand, having average FLs of 147.4 cm and 163.2 cm for males and females, respectively, and 159.5 cm overall.

The port sampling design developed was cost-effective, statistically sound and achieved high coverage of swordfish landings. The sex-specific length distributions estimated are an important input to sex-structured population models that take account of the pronounced sexual dimorphism in swordfish. The design could be improved through increased coverage of swordfish catches by observers so that season-specific sex ratios at length may be estimated concurrent to port sampling. It is recommended that a bootstrap approach be developed that integrates the predictive errors in the processed weight to FL conversion relationship and the length-specific sex-ratio function into the variance estimation of sex-specific catch-at-length for swordfish.

1. Introduction

Swordfish is a highly migratory species and is found throughout the Pacific Ocean (i.e. appears in longline catches) from 50° N to 50° S in the western Pacific Ocean and 45° N to 35° S in the eastern Pacific Ocean. As such the availability and abundance of swordfish in New Zealand is subject to the dynamics of a large stock of which the New Zealand waters are a relatively small part of its range. The residence time for swordfish in New Zealand waters is not known, and despite their migratory nature, it has been hypothesised that some may be resident for long periods. Genetic studies indicate the worldwide population of swordfish is genetically structured not only between the major oceans, but also within each ocean, and that gene flow is restricted despite the absence of geographic barriers (Chow et al. 1997, Reeb et al. 2000). Examination of spatially stratified catch rates in the Australian longline fishery indicates consistent declines with respect to time and high catch rates were only maintained by extending the grounds each year (Campbell 2002). Therefore, local depletion of swordfish may be possible and local management of fisheries impacting on swordfish populations is warranted.

Swordfish catch in the South-west Pacific Ocean rapidly increased since 1994 due to the dramatic expansion of the Australian domestic longline fishery that directly targets swordfish (Murray & Griggs 2004). A corresponding increase occurred in the New Zealand domestic longline fishery shortly after. Catches in each region at that time were about 2000 t and 1600 t in the Australian and New Zealand longline fisheries, respectively.

The New Zealand domestic longline fishery consists of two main sectors – chartered foreign vessels, and domestically-owned and operated vessels. Growth in fishing effort has been restricted to the domestic fishery. The fishery targets several tuna species, but many other species of fish are caught, including several species of sharks, swordfish, striped marlin and many other bony fishes (Francis et al. 2004). Non-target catches of some fish species are large. Swordfish catches in the domestic tuna longline fishery have increased rapidly in recent years, up to around 1000 t per year in 2001 and 2002, but have since declined to around 350 t in 2005. Before October 2004 there was a ban on target fishing for swordfish,
with no other management measures are in place. Despite this ban, reportedly there has been increased use of light sticks on longline sets and shallower sets, which is characteristic of swordfish target fishing practice. Since October 2004 swordfish was introduced to the quota management system (QMS) with a TACC of 885 t, and therefore active targeting is permitted.

Biological and fishery observations for south-west Pacific Ocean swordfish have limited the development of a regional assessment of swordfish. Despite conditioning an operating model of the south-west Pacific Ocean swordfish population on catch, effort and size data from Japanese, Australian and New Zealand fisheries, its dynamics were highly uncertain (Campbell & Dowling 2003). Improving the amount and quality of available data with which to develop an assessment is a high priority. In a sex-specific age-structured assessment for North Pacific swordfish, process error in the relationship between CPUE and abundance was found to have the greatest impact on model performance, in terms of both bias and precision. It was found that this effect could be offset through increasing the sample size of length-frequency information, particularly where there are several sources of uncertainty in fitting the assessment model (Wang et al. 2005). The length composition data derived from this study is therefore likely to be of high utility for assessing the south-west Pacific regional stock.

In this project a port sampling programme for swordfish catches in New Zealand is designed and implemented. This may be input to a regional stock assessment model for south-west Pacific Ocean swordfish that has been developed in a collaboration between CSIRO, the Ministry of Fisheries (New Zealand) and NIWA (under a separate project to the Ministry of Fisheries, SWO2004/01). This assessment was presented to the second meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission in August 2006 (Davies et al. 2006, Kolody et al. 2006). This assessment is of significance given that since October 2004 swordfish was included in the New Zealand Quota Management System (QMS).

In designing a port sampling programme for swordfish there are two main considerations:

a. the ultimate use for the estimates derived from the programme, and
b. uncertainty in measures of fish size from port samples.

Under the first consideration, account has been taken of the regional stock assessment model for the south-west Pacific swordfish population. Consequently, features of the design, such as the stratification, have been specified to ensure catch-at-length estimates will be consistent with the structural assumptions made in the model. As such, the ultimate purpose of the swordfish length and sex catch composition estimates derived from this project is to contribute to the regional swordfish stock assessment. This underpins the aim of the sampling design of specific objective 1, which we define as:

To estimate the annual length, weight, and sex composition of swordfish in landings from the New Zealand tuna longline fishery.

There is minimal swordfish catch from methods other than longline (Griggs & Richardson, 2005), with occasional small catches by troll in 2002. Therefore only the longline fishery is specified in the aim.
For the second consideration, there is some uncertainty regarding the accuracy and precision that may be achieved for catch-at-length estimates derived from processed state measures of swordfish fish size. Given that all swordfish are landed in a processed state, measures of fish size must be made from the processed rather than the whole fish. The measure of swordfish length that is widely applied internationally is the length from the tip of the lower jaw to the tail fork (lower jaw fork length, hereafter denoted as FL), and is used in this study. Swordfish are processed with the head removed before landing, therefore FL cannot be obtained from port samples, i.e. from direct observations of fish landed to processing facilities. The sampling design assumes that processed fish weight will suffice as a measure of the size of swordfish in the processed state, to be subsequently used as a predictor of FL. This assumption entails that a satisfactory prediction of FL is possible from the processed weight. However, there is some risk if the conversion relationship between weight and FL has sufficiently low precision that it impacts on the utility of catch-at-length estimates in terms of their precision. It was therefore necessary to include the collection of other measures of fish size taken in the processed state during the implementation of the design. These would be used to refine or improve the conversion relationships. This “pilot study” aspect of the design evaluates the approach used, and makes recommendations for the development of future swordfish port sampling designs.

2. Methods

In New Zealand swordfish are landed in port in a processed state (headed and gutted), which prevents the measurement of FL, and sex determination. To estimate catch length composition, a conversion relationship was derived between measures obtained for whole fish with those for fish in the processed state, and port sample estimates of catch-at-length were related to observer programme estimates of sex-specific length composition. These relationships were used to convert port sample processed size frequency distributions to estimates of the catch length composition for whole and sexed fish. Consequently there are two stages in deriving an estimate of swordfish catch length composition:

1. Derive conversion relationship between measures obtained for whole fish with those for fish in the processed state, and,
2. project scientific observer programme estimates of length-specific sex ratios onto port sample catch-at-length estimates.

2.1 Deriving a conversion relationship for processed size to FL

Measurements taken at sea of swordfish FL, processed length and processed weight, are available from the MFish scientific observer programme and were used to derive estimates of a conversion relationship. All historical observer data for whole/processed swordfish measurements were extracted from the observer l_line database and were summarised with respect to sex and quarter of collection. Predictive log-log linear regression relationships were derived between fish weight in the processed state and FL. Given that swordfish growth is sexually dimorphic (Young & Drake, 2004), sex-specific relationships were also derived and compared. Because the relationships are likely to be length-specific, a suitably wide size range was identified from the observer database.
Two alternative processing methods have been reported by scientific observers that appear to differ between some vessels. One method retains the pectoral fins and throat area (i.e. only the head is removed at the point of the operculum, denoted cut “A”), and the other method removes the head, pectoral fins and throat area (denoted “cut B”). Observer samples from fish processed using either method (n_A = 464 and n_B = 262) were used to derive separate predictive relationships that were compared.

Swordfish catch-at-length observations input to the regional stock assessment model are stratified into the length class intervals 0-10; 11-20; 21-30 cm etc, whereas the linear regressions predict FL as a continuous variable. To illustrate the variability of the linear regressions with respect to the length class intervals, observer samples were used to make pair-wise comparisons were made between the predictions in each interval with those observed. This provides an indication of the performance of the processed weight conversion approach in the context of the length class intervals assumed in the stock assessment model. To convert from processed weights to the class interval frequencies entailed applying the conversion relationship from processed weight to predicted FL, and apportioning the predictions to length class intervals. Scientific observer data was used to compare the predicted class interval frequencies with those from the actual FL observations associated with the processed weights from which the predictions were derived. The differences between the two distributions were interpreted for the level of imprecision in the predicted length for individual fish.

2.1.1 Predictive regression of FL from processed weight

The conversion relationship between the units of measure in the port samples (in this example processed fish weight) to FL was as follows:

\[ L_{FL} = c(w_{proc}^m) \]  

where \( w_{proc} \) is the processed weight, \( m \) and \( c \) are parameters of the non-linear relationship estimated, and \( L_{FL} \) is FL.

2.1.2 Pilot study

The pilot study aims to address the question: is the relationship between processed weight and FL a satisfactory predictor of swordfish size for deriving estimates of catch length composition? The optimum measurement obtained for swordfish in the processed state, and used as a predictor, is that which: incurs least predictive variability in FL; and, is readily obtained from port samples. Consequently, two aspects were included in a pilot study design:

- a comparison of alternative predictors of FL from the processed state; and,
- an assessment of the feasibility of collecting processed state measures directly from fish processors.

Comparison of alternative predictors of FL

Tractable measurements of swordfish in the processed state that have been identified are:

A. the length (in a straight line) from the pectoral girdle cut to the point of the caudal fin cut (or tail fork);
B. the length (in a straight line) from the posterior point of the dorsal fin cut to the point of the caudal fin cut (or tail fork); and,
C. processed weight.

It was requested of the MFish observer programme coordinator that these processed state length measurements be collected by observers, in addition to the measurement of FL (straight line).

Conversion relationships between the measures of swordfish length and weight (A, B and C) in the processed state that predict FL were derived. On the basis of a comparison the best approach in terms of the precision required for determining catch-at-length frequencies was determined.

Feasibility assessment for collecting processed state measures directly from fish processors

An assessment was undertaken of the feasibility of physically collecting size frequency samples of swordfish in the processed stated directly from landings at fish processing facilities. Observations were made of measures A, B, and C were collected from swordfish landings at the major fish processors in the Auckland area. Notes were made in respect of:
- logistics entailed in accessing an individual landing;
- accessibility to fish within each landing at the processing facility;
- disruption caused to processing chain by obtaining samples; and,
- the resources required to obtain samples.

From this information, the feasibility in terms of practically obtaining samples and the resources required was determined relative to acquiring individual processed weights electronically from fish processors.

The cooperation of fish processors was sought for obtaining access to landings and the landing consignment documents. They were informed of the number of landings to be sampled, hence the number of sampling events, and the information to be collected.

2.2 Port sampling design

The port sampling design was determined on the basis of the temporal, spatial, and fleet stratification required and estimates of sample size in each stratum. Due account was taken of the stratification being applied in the regional stock assessment model for the south-west Pacific swordfish population currently being developed. This will ensure the observations provided by New Zealand for input to the model will be consistent with the structural assumptions made in the model.

2.2.1 Stratification

An extract of TLCERs was obtained for the most recent fishing year and used to characterise the temporal and spatial characteristics of the fishery and landings. TLCER data was used because under the new format more information is provided regarding the processed state of the species in each landing. Recent characterisations of the tuna longline fishery were reviewed, e.g. Murray et al. (1999, 2004), Kendrick (2004), and Griggs & Richardson (2005), in terms of the temporal and spatial patterns in the fishery, target species and swordfish
bycatch. An LFRR extract was requested from the Ministry and as used to characterise the landings of swordfish to particular fish processors. In combination with the TLCER extract, this characterisation described where swordfish landings occur, the frequency and quantity of landings, landed states and the types of biological data that can be collected.

**Temporal stratification**

Swordfish catch is highest in the first and second quarters, and relatively high in the third quarter; but low in the fourth quarter (Griggs and Richardson, 2005). Given the purpose of the design is to describe the annual catch length and sex composition, all seasons containing reasonable numbers of landings must be sampled. Therefore, the design provided for year-round sampling, as there is no season in which landings are negligible.

The temporal stratification of the south-west Pacific swordfish regional stock assessment model is quarterly (Kolody et al. 2006, Davies et al. 2006) and therefore the temporal stratification is consistent with the model, in that quarterly sex-specific length compositions are estimated.

**Spatial stratification**

The spatial stratification of the tuna longline fisheries was specified similar to that defined by Ayers et al. (2004). Of the different regional boundaries they examined, they defined regions that best reflected spatial patterns in fish and fleet distributions when all years of data were included in the characterisation. These regions were a north (N) region, a southwest (SW) region, and a southeast (SE) region. The north region was defined as being north of latitude 39° 30’ S on the west coast, and north of 43° 45’ S on the east coast. The southwest region was defined as being west of Cook Strait, south of 39° 30’ S, and west of 169° E at the southern end of the South Island. The southeast region is the remaining area to the east of the South Island. It is reasonable that the two southern regions be combined for this study, given that swordfish catches are negligible in the SE region (Murray et al. 2004). This stratification option is consistent with that proposed for the regional stock assessment model.

**Fishery stratification**

In characterisations of the tuna longline fisheries, method-specific strata are defined on the basis of the domestic and foreign charter fleets (Murray et al. 2004). This may be warranted given the differences in their fishery operation (esp. the target species), and the areas in which the two fleets operate. However, the foreign-charter fleet do not land their catch in New Zealand ports, thus prohibiting port sampling of the swordfish component. It is possible to only undertake port sampling of swordfish from the domestic fleet. For the port sampling design, the fishery stratification was excluded. Chartered vessels have 100% observer coverage, allowing the sex-specific length composition of swordfish caught by these vessels to be included in this project by analysis of the observer data collected and stored on the central Ministry database **l_line** administered by NIWA.

In summary the unit of sampling “population” being the stratum for which estimates are calculated is: quarter-area.
2.2.2 Sampling design for each landing

The selection of a landing from a processing factory was considered to be a random event with respect to the landing. It is typical for the numbers of swordfish in a landing to be rather low (<60 individuals), and measurements of processed fish weight of all fish in a landing were obtained. Within-landing variance of landing size composition will therefore be zero because the sampling design excludes the random selection of sampling units within a landing, or random selection of fish within sampling units. Sampling within a landing will therefore be analogous to the catch sampling at sea by observers of the size composition of swordfish in the processed state.

The sampling design for each landing entailed the collection of individual processed state swordfish weights from processors. This is explained in section 2.2.4 for the acquisition of data.

2.2.3 Sample size

Typically a sample size is determined that will provide a representative sample of the population being sampled with satisfactory precision, e.g., a mean weighted coefficient of variation (c.v.) equal to or less than a maximum value, say 0.2. In conventional port sampling programmes, research technicians attend landings at fish processing facilities to physically collect a representative sample of fish from a landing, and measure all fish within the sample.

The design used in this study entails collecting swordfish size composition data directly from fish processors and therefore incurs minimal cost. A substantial proportion (up to 80%) of swordfish landings from the tuna longline fishery may be represented in the sample. Under this approach, a target sample size that maximises the cost-benefit of a sampling programme, in terms of maximum representation of the fishery and estimated precision for the least cost, is no longer relevant.

The design aims to acquire processed weights from all swordfish landings for which data was available electronically

2.2.4 Data acquisition

Data acquisition for each landing entailed the collection of individual processed state swordfish weights from processors. The main processors of swordfish in the Auckland region were consulted, and their co-operation obtained to make this information available for this study. Records of the processed weight (to the nearest kg) of each fish in a landing that were retained by fish processors on individual landing consignment documents were forwarded directly to NIWA in electronic format. As such, the acquisition of data simply entailed the receipt of consignment records from fish processors that related to a particular vessel and landing date. Extracts of TLCER for the landings sampled were requested of the Ministry to obtain information on the characteristics of that landing (area of operation etc.).

2.3 Analysis
Estimates of FL compositions in each stratum were calculated differently for the NORTH and SOUTH spatial strata. Historically, most landings in the SOUTH stratum are sampled by scientific observers who record the FL and sex of each fish directly. This data was input to the NIWA “catchatage” package directly for estimating weighted mean sex-specific catch-at-length. The estimates for the NORTH stratum were derived from a combination of port sample data (measured in the processed state) and scientific observer data. Consequently, the calculation of annual swordfish sex-specific size composition in catches in the NORTH stratum was done in two stages:

1. estimate FL frequencies in landings in each stratum;
2. estimate sex-specific length compositions from observer catch at-sea sampling in each stratum, and project the length-specific sex ratios onto port sample length frequencies.

**Stratum estimates of FL compositions**

Extracts of TLCER set-by-set catch and effort data were requested from the Ministry and the landings comprising the sample were identified so that the temporal-spatial information for each was confirmed. The processed weights for each fish making up a landing were converted to FL, pooled into 10 cm length intervals, and the weighted mean length frequency distributions were calculated over all landings using the NIWA software “catchatage” for each quarterly stratum. Estimates of proportions at length variance were calculated from 300 bootstraps with random resampling of landings, and fish within landings, with replacement.

For the SOUTH spatial stratum, swordfish sex-specific length frequency estimates were calculated from scientific observer samples. Landing weights and the total weight of swordfish landed in each temporal stratum were obtained from TLCER extracts. The weighted mean length frequency distributions were calculated over all landings using the NIWA software “catchatage” for each quarterly stratum. Estimates of proportions at length variance were calculated from 300 bootstraps with random resampling of landings, and fish within landings, with replacement.

**Sexed length-frequencies**

Port sample estimates of catch length composition were made sex-specific using information collected as part of the MFish observer programme. A summary of the observer sexed length frequency data corresponding to each quarter-area stratum for the domestic fleet was produced and the sex-specific length frequencies were expressed as length-specific sex ratios. To account for the variability between length classes, most likely due to low sample sizes, a non-linear function was estimated to predict sex ratios at length.

The function predicts the proportion of males in each length interval $l$, $Pr_{male,l}$, where parameter $l_{50}$ is the length for which $Pr_{male,l}$ is 0.5, and parameter $l_{505}$ is the additional length such that at $l_{50} + l_{505}$ $Pr_{male,l}$ is 0.05.

\[
Pr_{male,l} = \frac{1}{1 + 19 \frac{l - l_{50}}{l_{505}}}
\]  

(2)
The binomial likelihood for each length class, \( l \), is:

\[-m_l (\log(Pr_{male,l}) - (tot_l - m_l)(\log(1 - Pr_{male}))\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where there are a total number of sexed fish, \( tot_l \), of which \( m_l \) are male. Optimum parameter solutions for at \( l_{50} \) and \( l_{0.5} \) were obtained by finding the minimum for the likelihood function.

This vector of sex ratios, \( Pr_{male,l} \), was projected onto the port sample stratum-specific FL frequency estimates for the NORTH stratum.

**NZ-wide sex-specific length composition**

Numbers of swordfish caught at length by sex was aggregated over all temporal-spatial strata to produce the New Zealand-wide estimate of the sex-specific catch-at-length in 2005–06.
3. Results

3.1 Processed weight conversion relationship

Observer processed weight and FL data from 1988 to 2005 was collated and only those observations identified using the “HG” processed state code were extracted. This provided a reasonably large sample size (n = 2471) and over a wide size range (Table 1).

Log-log linear regressions were derived to produce a predictive relationship between processed weight and FL. A comparison was done of the predicted FLs from the inverse relationship between $\ln(FL)$ to $\ln(\text{proc.wt})$ with those predictions from a direct relationship between $\ln(\text{proc.wt})$ to $\ln(FL)$. This revealed a measurable difference in the linear model depending upon the choice of dependent variable and was attributable to differences in the levels of error in the dependent or predicted variables. It was concluded that the relationship that predicts FL (dependent y-variable) from proc.wt (x-variable), using a log-log linear regression was most appropriate:

$$\ln(FL) = m(\ln(\text{proc.wt}) + c$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The regression and parameters expressed in normal space ($R^2 = 0.95$, residual standard error $= 0.053$) is as follows (Figure 1).

$$FL = 55.622(\text{proc.wt}^{0.2895})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Further comparisons were made between predictions derived from the functional form of this regression with those from the standard form. The average percentage difference in predictions from the functional form of this regression with those from the standard form is 0.0069% (max = 0.23%; min = -0.627%). This result supports the view of McArdle (1988) that a functional form is not required for relationships having strong correlations ($R^2 > 0.81$).

A difference is evident between the predictive relationships derived for the two alternative methods for processing swordfish. That for cut B has a slightly steeper slope (Figure 2). However, fewer small fish were available in the sample for cut B and there were larger numbers of small and slender fish in the sample for cut A. These differences in sample size compositions most likely reflect spatial patterns in swordfish size composition relative to the vessels that employ the alternative processing cuts. For instance, it is likely that observations of cut B were made on foreign charter vessels operating in the south-western areas where larger swordfish are more abundant. Cut A is the most prevalent processing method used in the domestic fishery and the difference in the predictions is not significant in making predictions of FL from processed weight records from the domestic fishery.

The comparison between the length frequency distribution in 10 cm length class intervals predicted from processed weights using the conversion relationship, and that derived directly from the observed FLs, indicates differences for certain class intervals (Figure 3). However, the cumulative frequency distributions illustrate the distributions to be largely the same. The inaccuracies in the predictions most likely reflect the observed variation in length with respect to a weight class interval (see Figure 1). This variation appears to be normal and results in a symmetric distribution for the predicted length around the true value (Table 2).
3.2 Pilot study

Observer measurements of processed size

Scientific observers reported variation in the manner in which processing cuts were made by fishers. Cut A was considered the most consistent and, therefore, morphometrically reliable. The dorsal fin cut lacked a clearly defined posterior point where the fin ended, making cut B more variable. It was common for the tail not to be removed, with the lobes trimmed off.

The log-log linear relationship between processed weight and FL ($R^2=0.96$) was a better predictor of fork length than either of the lengths recorded from the processed fish (Figure 4). Length A ($R^2=0.92$) was more reliable than Length B ($R^2=0.86$).

On the basis of this comparison, the predictive regression between processed weight and FL derived from the larger sample ($n=2471$) described in section 3.1 was applied in the analysis of port sample processed weight frequency data. A comparison made between separate regressions for males and females indicated negligible differences in predicted lengths ($<1\%$).

Processing factory site visits

Observations were made at an LFR accountable for the majority of NZ swordfish landings. The processing environment was inspected and observations taken with respect to the feasibility of physically collecting measurements of swordfish in the processed state.

Samples of both processed weight and fish length could feasibly be collected for all swordfish making up a landing. Landings are typically stratified according to grades: large, small, and shark-damaged; with the grade for shark damaged fish not able to be sampled for individual fish sizes. It is preferable and feasible for a sample to be taken from all fish in the small and large grades in a landing. A sample made up of the processed weights for each fish is feasible, given that the individual weights of all fish are accurately recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg by factory staff while maintaining the export consignment database. This is true also for the small fish that are often packed in multiples in a single box.

A practical consideration is that the sampler be efficient in collecting the processed lengths to avoid disrupting the operation of the factory staff unloading fish from transport trucks. This is particularly important for the small fish that are packed in batches.

3.3 Port sampling

Summary of processors of swordfish landings

Extracts from the LFRR database were summarised in respect of swordfish landings by licensed fish receiver (LFR) and month for the 2003–04 and 2004–05 fishing years (Tables 3 and 4). Around 80% of annual landings are processed at the three LFRs with the remainder varying annually between the other LFRs. On average 75% of the annual landings in 2003–04 and 2004–05 were processed during the first and second quarters.
**Temporal and spatial stratification**

Using TLCER data, a spatial examination of the distribution of swordfish catches with respect to tuna longline fishing effort from 1993 to 2005 identified two discrete areas having unique and homogeneous fishing effort and swordfish catch rates: NORTH – the northern areas of the North Island (FMAs 1,2,8,9,10); and, SOUTH – the southern areas of the NZ EEZ (FMAs 3,4,5,6,7). These areas are consistent with the spatial disaggregation of the New Zealand EEZ into the areas assumed for the swordfish regional stock assessment model. The model assumes quarterly time steps, and therefore the port sampling design assumes quarterly temporal stratification. The four quarters making up the sampling period from July 2005 to June 2006 were denoted (in chronological order): 2005_3, 2005_4, 2006_1 and 2006_2.

**Data acquisition**

The information on swordfish processed weights for a given landing were contained in export consignment records held by LFRs. The information provided for this study for a vessel landing on a given landing date included the following fields:

- landing date
- species
- colour grade
- oil grade
- grade/processed state
- vessel name
- count of fish in box
- part count of total number of fish in box
- quantity of fish in box
- individual processed weight
- box number
- total weight in landing

From this information the processed weight frequency distribution for each landing was derived.

Data from the swordfish fishery in the NORTH stratum was received from the three largest processors of swordfish landings from July 2005 to June 2006 and is summarised in Table 5. Discrepancies exist with respect to the proportion of the swordfish sampled from the fishery in terms of the weight and number of landings such that in some quarters more than 100% of the fishery was sampled (Table 5). This may be explained by instances of inaccuracies in reporting of the weight of swordfish on TLCERs by fishers, and possibly slight biases caused in calculating the estimated weight of a landing using the sample length frequencies in 10 cm length bins. The discrepancy in quarter 2006_1 may be due to errors in the reported date of the landing in terms of the trip end date or the processed date on TLCER and CLR records. However, the percentage sampled in terms of the estimated number of fish in the fishery appears consistent. In summary, 100% of the fishery was sampled in quarters 2005_4 and 2006_1 with around 70% being sampled in quarters 2005_3 and 2006_2, with on average around 80% of the fishery being sampled in 2005–06.

In addition to the discrepancy mentioned above errors were found in the reported landed weights for a subset of the landings for which port samples were collected. A comparison was
made between the CLR weights and that calculated using the port sample processed weights scaled up to greenweight. For a number of landings \((n = 14)\) the CLR weights exceeded more than twice that derived from the port sample weights. It is highly unlikely that port sample data received from LFRs make up less than half of fish in the landing in these instances. For these landings the weight assumed was that derived from the port samples.

Observer data from North stratum

Scientific observers on board tuna longline vessels in the NORTH stratum sampled 310 swordfish over the four quarters in 2005–06 (Table 6). The largest proportion (55.4\%) of the annual catch was landed in quarter 2006_2, however only one trip was observed with only two fish sampled.

Sex-specific length frequency estimates from observer samples indicate that around 65\% of fish caught in 2005–06 were in the length classes 155 cm and 185 cm (Figure 5). However, this is most likely a biased result because the small sample collected in the 2006_2 quarter is not representative of catches in that temporal stratum (Table 6). An annual length frequency was estimated that excluded temporal strata having samples less than five fish, i.e., it combined data over the other quarters, and illustrated a broad distribution with two dominant modes at 125 cm and 175 cm (Figure 5). Catches contained considerably more females than males with females making up nearly 70\% of the catch.

Sex ratio estimates from observer data in NORTH stratum

Upon examination of the length-specific trend in sex ratio of swordfish sampled by scientific observers from tuna longline catches from the NORTH stratum in 2005–06, a reverse logistic function was fitted to the observed proportions of males at length. The binomial negative log-likelihood function, implicitly took account of the sample size in each length interval.

The sex ratio functions estimated were dependant upon the total sample sizes available from the observer collections. Given the relatively low sample size over all sexes within each quarter in 2005–06, deriving a season-specific sex ratio was not considered feasible. Observations were therefore pooled over all quarters to derive an annual average sex ratio function for 2005–06. To examine season effects on length-specific sex ratios, season-specific functions were estimated using the complete scientific observer programme collection from 1988 to 2006.

In 2005–06 the estimate for \(l_{50}\) was 93.416 and for \(l_{95}\) was 178.520, and the fitted length-specific sex ratio function indicates a higher proportion of females for the larger length intervals (Figure 6). The relationship fitted to the data pooled over all years (1988 to 2006) was similar, although a higher proportion of males in the larger length class intervals was predicted (Figure 6). Although a large sample of sex-specific observations at length were available \((n = 2249)\), the numbers in quarters 1 and 4 were low \((n = 153\) and 16, respectively\). This most likely accounts for the large differences in the predicted sex-ratios at length for these quarters relative to those for quarters 2 and 3 (Figure 7) for which more observations are available. The estimated function for quarter 4 is implausible, and it was considered reasonable to assume the annual function derived over all quarters and years as a proxy sex-ratio function in quarter 4.
Port sample length frequencies for the NORTH stratum

The length frequency estimates converted from processed weights in port samples from the NORTH stratum and expressed in proportions and numbers caught with c.v.s for each quarter and pooled over all quarters. Length frequency estimates in each temporal stratum were relatively precise, with mean weighted coefficients of variation of between 11% and 42% (Table 8). The lower precision for the estimate in quarter 2005_4 is attributable to the low numbers landed from the fishery in that quarter making up only 2% of the annual total (Table 5).

A comparison between annual total length frequency estimates of swordfish caught in the NORTH stratum derived from port samples and those from scientific observer collections suggest similarities (Figure 8). This reflects that samples were collected concurrently and from the same fishery. Despite a higher proportion of small fish present in port samples, the similarity is a sufficient basis to assume the sex composition of the observer samples is representative of that occurring in the port samples. The average annual sex ratio derived from the observer data may therefore be assumed for the port sample length frequency in each temporal stratum.

Sex-specific length frequencies were derived from the port sample estimates using the length-specific sex-ratio functions for each quarter derived from the complete observer sample from 1988 to 2006 (Figure 7) projected onto the port sample length frequency estimates in each quarter (Figure 9). As mentioned above the annual length-specific sex-ratio function (1988–2006) was assumed for quarter 4. Although a higher proportion of large fish were present in catches taken in the 2005_4 quarter, landings in this temporal stratum accounted for about 2% of the annual catch. In contrast landings in the 2006_2 quarter accounted for about 62% of the annual catch, and a high proportion (70%) of swordfish were 165 cm or less (Figure 9). Given the increasing proportion of females with respect to length, the port sample estimates indicate that swordfish landed in the larger length classes were predominantly females. The average FL was 142.9 cm and 162.7 cm for males and females, respectively, and 158.3 cm overall.

Length frequency for the SOUTH stratum

Relatively few swordfish were sampled from the tuna longliners in the SOUTH stratum and only from the quarter 2006_2. However, this reflects the low numbers of swordfish caught from this stratum (Table 9), with a total of 37 fish sampled by observers from an estimated 139 fish landed in the fishery. This low sample size is reflected in the poor precision of the length frequency estimates with a MWCV for the pooled length frequency estimated at 82.6% (Table 9). The average FL was 208.8 cm and 238.2 cm for males and females, respectively, and 218.6 cm overall.

Swordfish in the SOUTH were large relative to those in the NORTH, with no fish observed less than 175 cm (Figure 10). Males were more abundant in catches than females.

NZ sex-specific length frequencies
Sex-specific numbers at length for the NORTH and SOUTH strata were pooled to derive an estimated length frequency distribution for swordfish in catches from the tuna longline fishery in New Zealand during 2005–06 (Figure 11). Given the insignificant catch taken from the SOUTH stratum, less than 2% of the NZ total catch, the length distribution is essentially identical to that of the NORTH stratum (Figure 9), with slightly more fish in the right hand tail. The average FL was 147.4 cm and 163.2 cm for males and females, respectively, and 159.5 cm overall.

4. Discussion

Fundamental to the success of this study was the excellent cooperation provided by LFRs in undertaking port sampling of swordfish from tuna longline catches in 2005–06. Their provision of the processed weights of individual swordfish facilitated the monitoring of around 80% of all fish landed in the NORTH stratum. This level of coverage produced high precision in the catch-at-length estimates derived from FL predicted from processed weights $(MWCV_{2005-06} = 8.5\%)$. Also pivotal to the success of the design is the suitability of swordfish processed weight as a predictor of FL. Its superior performance as a predictor over other measures of the processed size was confirmed by the pilot study results. The predictor also performed well in a trial that compared a predicted FL distribution with that derived from the actual FLs associated with the processed weights as measured by scientific observers. Although, the pilot study also showed that the physical collection of swordfish length and weight measurements from landings at LFRs was feasible, the sampling design used in this study is more cost-effective, statistically sound, and achieved substantial coverage of swordfish landings.

The pilot study revealed a potential problem in sampling swordfish landings such that port samples may not be representative of all swordfish in landings. A component of landings not captured in LFR records of individual processed weights, is that for swordfish damaged by sharks before being landed by fishers. Depending upon the damage inflicted, it may be possible for scientific observers to measure the FL of these fish. However, the individual processed weight is not recorded by LFRs and would not be an accurate predictor of FL. The design used in this study excludes these fish from samples of the landings and may incur bias if there is a systematic relationship between FL and instances of shark damage. Should shark damage be independent of FL, no bias will result from the design used. Also, the total landing weight is obtained independent of the port samples (from TLCERs and CLRs), therefore, the relative weight of each landing is intact.

Deriving sex-specific FL distributions was a primary aim of this study for input to swordfish population models that take account of their pronounced sexual dimorphism. The design entails projecting length-specific sex-ratios derived from scientific observer samples of the same population, onto port sample FL distributions. This assumes the observer samples are temporally and spatially representative of the population in port samples. Griggs & Davies (2006) show the spatial distribution of observer samples closely coincides with that of the tuna longline fishery from which swordfish are landed. The 2005–06 FL distributions from scientific observer samples and port samples were broadly similar despite almost no observer samples being collected in the second quarter (2006_2). Swordfish landed in this quarter were generally smaller than in other quarters and this temporal pattern accounts for difference such that the observer FL distribution contains more large fish. It is clear the temporal coverage of swordfish landings by scientific observers was inadequate in quarter 2006_2, and in the
fourth quarter in all years. Consequently, proxy season-specific sex-ratios were used in projecting port sample FL distributions to sex-specific estimates. The assumptions required that the temporal patterns in length-specific sex-ratios in 2005–06 were typical of the average observed since 1988, and the ratios in the fourth quarter are similar to the average annual ratios since 1988. A violation of the latter assumption is unlikely to bias estimates of the sex-specific FL distributions given that landings in the fourth quarter accounted for only 2% of swordfish landed in 2005–06. However, the former assumption is broad given that annual variation in swordfish length-specific sex ratios has been observed (Griggs & Davies 2006), and is likely given environmental and fishing-related processes acting upon the population. The port sampling design would be improved by increasing observer coverage of landings in all quarters for deriving season-specific sex-ratios at length for the year in which port samples are collected.

Variances of the estimates of port sample catch-at-length distributions were calculated from bootstraps of the landings sampled and fish within each landing. This variance estimate essentially describes the within- and between-landing variability in swordfish size composition, and takes no account of the variability in the predictive relationship used to calculate FLs of individual fish from the processed weights. An indication of the level of variability in this relationship is evident from the comparative trial between actual and predicted FLs using scientific observer data. Around 44% of predictions were for FLs in length class intervals either one interval above or below that of the actual FL (see Table 2). Also no variance estimates for the sex-specific length distributions have been calculated that takes account of variability in the length-specific sex ratio functions. Given the low sizes of the scientific observer samples in most years, the variability of season-specific functions estimated for any one year is likely to be high. In combination, these sources of variation are likely to add appreciably to the uncertainty in the port sample sex-specific FL distributions, above that estimated from the bootstraps presented here. An integrated approach is required that includes predictive error in the processed weight conversion relationship and the length-specific sex ratio function by means of parametric bootstraps for these components of the analysis. This integrated bootstrap entails fundamental modifications to the “catchatage” software and is beyond the scope of this study. However, it would be essential for the reporting of variance estimates of sex-specific catch-at-length of swordfish in tuna longline catches from port samples of processed weights.

In 2005–06 around 70% of swordfish in the scientific observer samples from the SOUTH stratum were males. This contrasts starkly with observer samples since 1988 where on average 10% of fish in samples from that stratum were males (Griggs 2005). The cause of this deviation from what appears to have been consistently a high ratio of females to males is not clear. The sample size is low (n = 37) relative to the NORTH stratum, and may not be representative of the sex composition of all catches from that stratum. However, the estimated total catch from the SOUTH stratum was also relatively low (139 fish). Although the implication of this atypical result upon the sex-specific FL distributions of swordfish in New Zealand catches is small, it does warrant closer examination to identify possible sources of observation error.

Size frequency data in the form of processed weights are important observations input to the regional stock assessments for yellowfin and bigeye tunas (Langley et al. 2006) and swordfish (Kolody et al. 2006) in the western and central Pacific Ocean. For these assessments using MULTIFAN-CL (Fournier et al. 1990), a relationship is used to convert from processed weight to whole weights and a length-weight relationship to derive FL.
Langley et al. (2006) shows that size-specific non-linear conversion relationships may vary considerably between processing methods for large tunas, and this may be accounted for in the assessment model by applying the appropriate relationship to the various data.

The approach used for processed weight data for tunas differs from the design described here insofar as two steps are taken in converting from processed weight to FL. The product of a non-linear processed weight to whole weight conversion relationship, and a length-weight relationship is unlikely to differ substantially from the non-linear processed weight-FL conversion presented here. However, in deriving a single relationship there is less potential for measurement error in the data used, and the predictive error in the relationship may be better defined. By including this source of error in the catch-at-length variance estimation using bootstraps, as recommended above, the calculated observation error estimates may be input directly to the objective functions used in fitting the population model. This approach may avoid, or assist with, making assumptions for observation error in catch-at-length data that are becoming increasingly important in monitoring the substantial impacts of fishing on top predators in the Pacific Ocean (Sibert et al. 2006).
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## Tables and Figures

### Table 1: Summary of individual swordfish processed weights (headed and gutted, HG) and FL measurements made by observers from 1988 to 2005 (n = 2471).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processed weight (kg)</th>
<th>minimum</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FL (cm)</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>181.1</td>
<td>314.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Pair-wise comparison of the size bin for an observed FL converted to OFL and assigned to a size bin, with that using the predicted FL (derived from the processed weight) converted to OFL and assigned to a size bin. The proportion is shown where the predicted size bin was above or below that determined using the observed OFL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. equivalent</th>
<th>1 bin below</th>
<th>1 bin above</th>
<th>2 bins below</th>
<th>2 bins above</th>
<th>3 bins below</th>
<th>3 bins above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1095</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: The percentage of total annual swordfish landings processed by individual licensed fish receivers (LFR) for the 2003–04 and 2004–05 fishing years. Note: a unique identifier for each LFR is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LFR</th>
<th>2003-04</th>
<th>2004-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: The percentage of total annual swordfish landings processed in each month for the 2003–04 and 2004–05 fishing years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>2003-04</th>
<th>2004-05</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Summary of swordfish landings in the tuna longline fishery in the NORTH spatial stratum, the processed weight data provided by LFRs for the third and fourth quarters of 2005 (2005_3 and 2005_4 respectively), and the first and second quarters of 2006 (2006_1 and 2006_2 respectively), and details of the percentage of the fishery sampled in terms of the weight of landings (MHR data), estimated total number of fish landed, and the number of landings (CLR data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005_3</th>
<th>2005_4</th>
<th>2006_1</th>
<th>2006_2</th>
<th>2005-06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fishery landed weight (t)</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>249.9</td>
<td>451.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of landings sampled</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>116.1</td>
<td>202.3</td>
<td>401.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% fishery landings weight in sample</td>
<td>78.2%</td>
<td>115.5%</td>
<td>114.3%</td>
<td>80.9%</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number landed in fishery</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>4534</td>
<td>7256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number in landings sampled</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>3729</td>
<td>6489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed weights sample size</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1479</td>
<td>3345</td>
<td>5752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of numbers landed in fishery in sample</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>102.7%</td>
<td>101.6%</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of landings in fishery</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of landings in sample</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of fishery landings sampled</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>109.9%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Length frequency samples collected by observers on board longline vessels in the NORTH stratum in each quarter of 2005–06.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Unsexed</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005_3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005_4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006_1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006_2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Mean weighted coefficients of variation (MWCV) expressed as percentage for proportion at length frequency estimates of swordfish from samples collected by observers on board longline vessels in the NORTH stratum in each quarter of 2005–06 and for the length frequency pooled over all quarters. – indicates no observations in sample collected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005_3</th>
<th>2005_4</th>
<th>2006_1</th>
<th>2006_2</th>
<th>pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsexed</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Mean weighted coefficients of variation (MWCV) expressed as percentage for proportion at length frequency estimates of swordfish from port samples of individual fish processed weights collected from landings to LFRs in the NORTH stratum in each quarter of 2005–06 and for the length frequency pooled over all quarters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>2005_3</th>
<th>2005_4</th>
<th>2006_1</th>
<th>2006_2</th>
<th>pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MWCV</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Sample details and mean weighted coefficients of variation (MWCV) expressed as percentage for proportion at length frequency estimates of swordfish from samples collected by scientific observers on board tuna longline vessels in the SOUTH stratum in 2005–06.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>male</th>
<th>female</th>
<th>unsexed</th>
<th>pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006_2</td>
<td>MWCV</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>150.2</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Predictive relationship between observed swordfish processed weights (headed and gutted, HG, - open circles) and predicted fork length (solid circles) using samples taken by observers from 1988 to 2005 (n = 2471).
Figure 2: Comparison of ln-ln transformed predictive relationship between swordfish processed weights (headed and gutted, HG) and FL (pred-FL) using samples taken by observers for two methods of processing fish, cuts A and B, (crosses and circles respectively).
Figure 3: Comparison of the size bin frequency distributions (actual and cumulative) for observed FL converted to OFL and assigned to size bins (solid line), with that using the predicted FL (from processed weight) converted to OFL and assigned to size bins (dashed line).
Figure 4: Comparison of alternative measures of swordfish processed size as potential predictors of fork length (FL): length A, from the anterior end of the vertebral column to the tail fork; length B, from the posterior point of the severed dorsal fin to the tail fork; and, C, the processed weight.
Observer proportions at length pooled over all strata

Observer proportions at length pooled over all strata having sample > 5 fi

Figure 5: Sex-specific proportions at length of swordfish in tuna longline catches sampled by scientific observers from July 2005 to June 2006 in the NORTH stratum (top panel) and for those quarters in which more than 5 fish were sampled (bottom panel).
Figure 6: Length-specific sex ratios (open circles) expressed as the proportion of males in samples of swordfish catches collected by scientific observers on board tuna longline vessels in the NORTH stratum from July 2005 to June 2006 (top panel) and from 1988 to 2006 (bottom panel) with fitted reverse logistic functions (lines).
Figure 7: Length-specific sex ratios (open circles) expressed as the proportion of males in samples of swordfish catches collected by scientific observers on board tuna longline vessels for each quarter over all years from 1988 to June 2006 in the NORTH stratum with fitted reverse logistic functions (lines).
Figure 8: Comparison of the cumulative proportions at length of swordfish in tuna longline catches sampled by scientific observers and from port samples collected over the period July 2005 to June 2006 in the NORTH stratum.
Figure 9: Sex-specific numbers at length of swordfish from port samples from tuna longline landings in each quarter from July 2005 to June 2006 (top four panels) and over all quarters (bottom panel) in the NORTH stratum.
Figure 10: Sex-specific proportions at length of swordfish in tuna longline catches sampled by scientific observers from July 2005 to June 2006 in the SOUTH stratum.

Figure 11: Sex-specific numbers at length of swordfish in New Zealand tuna longline landings from July 2005 to June 2006 estimated derived using samples from scientific observers on board tuna longliners and from port samples.